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Sick of your 

usual hangouts? 

We hunt down the coolest spots around Singapore to be seen! 

Catch up with your girlies over brunch or coffee, and while 

you are at it, might as well spruce-up your tresses at these 

convenient Toni&Guy outlets!

For the sophisticated bunch 

Go to: Rochester
Owing to its providence as a lush dining 
experience, Rochester is the next Dampsey 
Hill in the making. Somewhere between an 
urban heritage and a nature reserve with 
its lush foliage, one-north is set to become 
a hub of lifestyle and culture.

The latest addition to the prestigious family of 
Toni&Guy Hairdressing is T&G Rochester, where 
hair works take place amidst class and culture. 
The new outlet features a plush Kerastase Hair 
Treatment Spa room that is the first among their 
many salons. Focusing on scalp care to target 
hair conditions, each pampering treatment is 
tailor-made to individual needs here. Up front, the 
distinct reception area of white and gold paints a 
pristine, minimalist picture of the salon. 

With more than 10 years in everyone’s favorite part 
of town, we think its only right this Toni&Guy outlet 
deserves some love and recognition. Reminisce of 
a scene backstage at a theatre production minus 
the frenzy and clatter, the 12-seater salon keeps it 
white, simple and all-together. Trademarks of its 
prestige alongside delivering awesome coiffure. 

TONI&GUY ROCHESTER

TONI&GUY 
HOLLAND VILLAGE

Rochester Mall 35 Rochester Drive 
#02-01, Singapore 138639 
Tel: 6684 9338

24B Lorong Mambong, Singapore 277683 
Tel: 6466 2660

For the bohemian chicks  

Go to: Holland Village
The cove of your awesome watering holes, 
less-mainstream shopping experience 
and 24-hour Cold Storage remains 
one of the rustic yet modern gems of 
Singapore. It’s only here that you witness 
the juxtaposition of the vintage old-style 
cobbler contrast alongside the latest 
designer ice cream parlors. Hoorah for the 
circle line!
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For the down-to-earth  

Go to: East Coast

These days, East Coast is revered as a 
haven for foodies, where an assortment 
of culinary treasures beckons amongst 
traditional shophouses. Of course, 
knowing that the sea breeze is not too far 
off doesn’t hurt either! Relic-turned-chic is just how we like our hair 

salons to be. Preserved since the olden days, 
the spacious 2-storey studio is Toni&Guy’s first 
outlet to have a nail and beauty parlor within its 
salon so you can pop upstairs for a quick mani-
pedi fix after your tresses have been groomed 
to perfection. We also love how its sunny porch 
area outfront provides the ultimate location to 
go all out and camwhore your new look right 
after.

TONI&GUY EAST COAST
170 East Coast Road, Singapore 428876 
Tel: 6345 0208 

Modestly furnished and humbly tucked in a corner 
of Far East Plaza, Francis and Jean salon was far 
from solitary. Instead, business was robust with 
a high customer turnovers. Constant chatters 
and whirling hairdryers can be heard even before 
entering the salon.
Francis and Jean salon has come a long way, with 
over 13 years in business, evolving from a one 
stop centre back in 1999 to a chain of salons here 
in Singapore today. Directing her salons with an 
open mind and a benevolent heart, Jean boasts 
a family of staff of whom some have followed 
her through thick and thin for the past 10 years. 
“Perhaps it’s because we all share an unbreakable 
bond”, reveals Jean. 

Besides being friendly and polite, the staffs 
at Francis and Jean are all skillful and 
experienced. With in-dept knowledge of 
cutting techniques and styling methods, it is 
impossible not to achieve your desired look 
here at Francis and Jean. 
Aiming to achieve holistic beauty for all her 
clients, Jean had also apportioned a section of 
her salon for nail services, giving you simple 
manicures to sophisticated nail arts.
We recommend Francis and Jean to those 
who wish to have a relaxed yet extraordinary 
makeover. 

Francis and Jean
304 Orchard Road #03-10
Lucky Plaza Singapore 238863
Tel: 6737 2272 / 6737 6672

14 Scotts Road #05-08
Far East Plaza Singapore 228213
Tel: 6333 8932 / 6333 8942
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Benice
HEAD  TO  TOE  INDULGENCE  FOR  THE  SOUL

Business Hours 
TUE-FRI 10am – 9pm SAT 10am – 8pm 
SUN/PH 10am – 6pm Closed on MON
info@nicehair.com.sg 
www.nicehair.com.sg 

BLK 825 Tampines St.81 #01-62 TEL 67812527
BLK 844 Tampines St.82 #01-139 TEL 67890213

NICE
HAIR. NAIL. BEAUTY

On days when the prospect of heading 
downtown is daunting, you’ll love the idea 
of a one-stop sanctuary to sort out your 
beauty and hair conundrums within the 
cosy heartlands. Such is Nice Hair, where 
shining up your nails, getting a massage 
or fixing up your coiffure feels like you’re 
doing it right at home- except that you’re 

The Japanese have a penchant for keeping 
things simple. Floor-length mirrors, comfy 
armchairs and soft chiffon curtains- 
When it comes to interior aesthetics, it is 
palpable “less is more” is a creed Monso 

Hair Design Tokyo has taken seriously. 
Service-wise, the Japanese salon walks 
on the contrary, going all out and leaving 
no stone unturned. It might be that warm 
blanket spread over you while you get 
your hair washed or that you get served up 
with a drink menu as your tresses undergo 
a total transformation. Honcho behind this 
idyllic nook, Soga Yuichi, is meticulous in 
considering your overall look before the 
scissors go “snip!” so you only get what 
looks good on you.

getting results of professional caliber. The 
contemporary salon makes use of only 
premium products, but you won’t be hurting 
your pockets. “We want to provide everyone 
with a relaxing oasis encompassing holistic 
pampering that is affordable yet classy,” says 
Salon owner, Michelle Lee. Indeed, deemed a 
neighborhood spa, Nice Hair wraps up nicely 
to make clients feel and look good before 
you hit the city to paint the town red. 

Nice Hair 

Monso Hair Design Tokyo

Blk 825 Tampines St.81 #01-62 
Tel: 6781 2527
Blk 844 Tampines St.82 #01-139 
Tel: 6789 0213

1 Nanson Road #01-06 Gallery Hotel 
Singapore 238909  TEL: +65 6836 5585

It all comes together under one roof 
to pamper you silly. 
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